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Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual , User Manual. Page 2 No part of this publication may be
reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form
by any means without our written permission. Errors and omissions excepted. Page 4 Table of
Contents Removing a Headlamp Page 7 Table of Contents Tyre Care We See Owner's Manual
recommend that you take some time to get to know your vehicle by reading this manual. The
more that you know about it, the greater the safety and pleasure you Anti-lock braking system
will get from driving it. For additional information, refer to the terms Your vehicle has been built
to the highest and conditions of the Ford Warranty. See Keyless Entry page See Automatic Main
Beam Control page See Driver Alert page See Lane Departure Warning page See Lane Keeping
Aid page See Traffic Sign Recognition page Tyre pressures. See Technical Specifications page
See Changing a Road Wheel page Vehicle interior overview E See Transmission page See
Locking and Unlocking page See Power Windows page See Electric exterior mirrors page See
Fastening the seat belts page See Rear Seats page See Manual Seats page See Power Seats
page See Parking Brake page See Opening and Closing the Bonnet page See Air Vents page
Direction indicators. See Direction Indicators page Main beam. See Lighting Control page
Left-hand drive vehicles with voice control - Information display control. See Information
Displays page Left-hand drive vehicles without voice control - Information display control. Page
16 At a Glance Left-hand drive vehicles without voice control - Audio control. See Audio Control
page Right-hand drive vehicles with voice control - Information display control. Right-hand
drive vehicles without voice control - Audio control. See Changing a Bulb page See Fuel filler
flap page See First Aid Kit page See Warning Triangle page See Temporary Mobility Kit page
Spare wheel. Wheel brace. If your vehicle has been involved in an accident, have the child
restraints checked by properly trained technicians. Note: Mandatory use of child restraints E
varies from country to country. Only child restraints certified to ECE-R See Seats recommended
child seats. Please consult your Dealer for the latest details relating to Ford recommended child
seats. Do not install a booster seat or a booster cushion with a seat belt that is slack or twisted.
We recommend the use of a top tether or support leg. E 3. Tighten the tether strap in line with
the child seat manufacturer's instructions. Page 26 Child Safety E This could adversely affect
deployment of the airbags. Extreme Hazard! Do not use a rearward facing child restraint on a
seat protected by an airbag in front of it! Use the correct buckle for each seat belt. Do not use a
seat belt that is slack or twisted. Do not wear thick clothing. The seat belt must fit tightly around
your body to achieve its optimum effect. To raise or lower, press the locking button on the
adjuster and move as necessary. Do not use only the lap strap within a few seconds of each
other, or the shoulder strap. Page Occupant Protection Occupant protection Note: The key
switch is located in the glove compartment with an airbag deactivation lamp in the overhead
console. If the airbag warning lamp illuminates or flashes when you are driving, this indicates a
malfunction. See Warning Lamps and Indicators page The radio frequency used by your remote
control can also be used by Reprogramming the unlocking other short distance radio Page 33
Keys and Remote Controls Remote control without a folding Insert a screwdriver in the position
key blade shown and gently push the clip. Press the clip down to release the battery cover. E
Press and hold the pushbuttons on the E edges to release the cover. Page 34 Keys and Remote
Controls 4. Carefully insert the screwdriver in the position shown to open the remote control.
Carefully prise out the battery with the screwdriver. Check your vehicle is locked before Double
locking with the remote control leaving it unattended. Press the button twice within three
seconds. Page 36 Locks Locking and unlocking Locking the doors individually with
confirmation the key Note: If your vehicle has double locking, the Note: If the central locking
function fails to direction indicators will flash once after you operate, the doors can be
individually locked have activated central locking, followed by using the key in the position
shown. If the locking function is not activated, the vehicle will The keyless entry system may not
remain unlocked. Page 38 Locks Two short flashes of the direction Open any door. One long
flash of the direction indicators Luggage compartment lid confirms that all the doors and the
luggage E 2. Remove the key blade and insert it into To open all the windows, press and hold
the lock. Page 40 Locks To close all the windows, press and hold the remote control lock button
for at least three seconds. Press the lock or unlock button to stop the closing function. The
anti-trap function is also active during global closing. Note: The protective flap may be moved
gently out of position when the door is open 2. If possible, provide them with the key number
from the tag provided with the original keys. You can also obtain additional keys from your Ford
Dealer. It is armed Your vehicle may be equipped with one of directly when you lock the vehicle.
If you are using the auxiliary To arm the alarm, lock the vehicle. See heater, direct the air flow
towards the Locks page Select the required source on the audio Note: Make sure that you are
sitting in the unit. See Voice control page When the vehicle is slowed to walking speed or is
brought to a standstill, the wiper speed will automatically switch to the next lower wiper speed

setting. Whilst the lever is pulled towards the steering wheel the washer will work in conjunction
with the wipers. After releasing the lever, the wipers operate for a short time. Rear window
washer E Run the tip of your fingers over the edge of E the blade to check for roughness. E E 2.
Position the wiper blade at right angles to the wiper arm. Disengage the wiper blade from the E
wiper arm. Switch off the ignition and move the wiper 4. Switch off the ignition. E Both sides
Push the lever forward to switch between Page Autolamps If the lights of oncoming vehicles are
hidden by obstacles for example guard rails the system may not deactivate the main beam.
Always fit Ford Original Parts when replacing headlamp bulbs. Other bulbs may reduce system
performance. See Information has a clear view through the Displays page See Autolamps
windscreen. Replacement wiper blades page Page Interior Lamps Lighting The cornering lamps
illuminate the inside If you press switch B all lamps remain off of a corner when you are turning.
Press the switch again to reverse. Centre mounted lamp Interior lighting Note: Individual lamps
may be switched on Ambient lighting illuminates several areas, for example footwells, cup
holders and doors with a single colour and can be switched on and off using the information
display menu. Page Changing A Bulb Lighting Note: When fitting the headlamp, make sure that
you reconnect the electrical connector properly. Note: When fitting the headlamp, make sure
that you fully engage the headlamp in the lower fixing point. Note: When fitting the headlamp,
make sure that the screw is located in the headlamp moulding before you install it. Remove the
headlamp. See Removing a Headlamp page Remove the cover. Disconnect the electrical
connector. Release the clip and remove the bulb. E Side Lamp 2. E 4. Remove the bulb holder.
Remove the bulb. Note: Position the mirror glass as far inwards as possible. Page Rear Lamps 5 Door Lighting Insert your fingers into the gap between the mirror housing and the mirror glass
and pull gently to remove the mirror glass. Remove the lamp. E Note: You cannot separate the
fog lamp E bulb from the bulb holder. Page 63 Lighting E E 5. Remove the wing nuts and detach
the clip. Gently press the bulb into the bulb 3. Brake lamp B. Reversing lamp C. Page 64
Lighting 6. Gently press the bulb into the bulb holder, turn it anti-clockwise and remove it. Tail
and fog lamp B. Direction indicator Brake and reversing lamp Open the luggage compartment
lid. Page 65 Lighting Number plate lamp 3. Remove the wing nut and detach the 2 clips. Note:
These are not serviceable items, 4. Press or Do not operate the electric windows lift it again to
stop the windows. Lift the switch again for one more automatically while closing and reverse
second. Push and hold the switch until the way. The mirrors will unfold when you unlock the
vehicle with the key, the remote control, a keyless entry system request, the driver's interior
door handle or starting the engine. It will not work when you have The system displays a yellow
indicator selected reverse gear. The system consists of two radar sensors There may be certain
instances when the each located behind the rear wheels system will alert with no vehicle
present in Note: Keep the rear bumper area surrounding the sensors free from dirt, ice and
snow. Speedometer Engine coolant temperature gauge Tripmeter reset button Fuel gauge
Tachometer Speedometer Engine coolant temperature gauge Fuel gauge Tachometer 2. At
normal operating temperature, the needle will remain in the centre section. Page Warning
Lamps And Indicators Instrument Cluster If the needle enters the red section, the If the engine
oil pressure drops below the engine is overheating. Stop the engine, normal range, the oil
pressure gauge switch the ignition off and determine the pointer will drop into the red section of
the cause once the engine has cooled down. Page 76 Instrument Cluster Airbag warning lamp
Engine warning lamp If it illuminates when you are If it illuminates with the engine driving, this
indicates a running, this indicates a malfunction. Have the system malfunction. If it flashes
when checked by a properly trained technician. See Information Messages page Highlight
Information or Warning and press the OK button to switch the While driving, it flashes during
chime on and off. After 5. Press the left arrow button to exit the switching on the ignition, if it
menu. Page 79 Instrument Cluster Low fuel A warning chime will sound when the remaining fuel
is less than approximately 6 litres 1. Seat belt reminder See Seat belt reminder page Various
systems on your vehicle can be controlled using the information display Controls controls on
the steering column. Corresponding information is displayed in Press the up and down arrow
buttons to the information display. Page 83 Information Displays Menu structure - information
and You can access the menu using the entertainment display buttons on the audio or
navigation unit. Page 84 Information Displays Menu structure - information and You can access
the menu using the entertainment display Information and entertainment display control. For
item location: See At a Glance page Page Information Messages Information Displays Measure
units To toggle between metric and imperial units, scroll to this display and press the OK
button. Page 90 Information Displays Battery and charging system Message Message Action
indicator Stop your vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so and Electrical system over switch off
the ignition. Have the system checked voltage stop safely by a properly trained technician as
soon as possible. Page 94 Information Displays Maintenance Message Message Action

indicator Stop your vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so and High engine temper- switch off the
ignition. Have the system checked ature stop safely by a properly trained technician as soon as
possible. Park brake applied amber See Parking Brake page Power steering Message Message
Action indicator Stop your vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so and Steering lock malfuncswitch off the ignition. See Using ignition off start-stop page Auto StartStop Have the system
checked by a properly trained malfunction service amber technician. Page Transmission
Information Displays Transmission Message Message Action indicator Under certain driving
conditions it is possible that the clutches in the transmission can overheat. In these
circumstances it is necessary to press the brake pedal and stop the vehicle to prevent further
Transmission too hot overheating. See Automatic Transmission page See To start press brake
Starting and Stopping the Engine page Press brake pedal See Automatic Transmission page In
cold or Outside air humid weather conditions, direct some of the air towards the windscreen
and the Keep the air intakes forward of the door windows. Page Climate Control Blower
Ventilation E Set the air distribution control, blower and air vents to suit your requirements. Air
conditioning Switching the air conditioning on and E Note: If you switch the blower off, the
windscreen may mist up. If you turn the blower off, the air conditioning will turn off. You can
switch the air conditioning and You can switch the air conditioning and recirculated air on and
off. Select a temperature for the passenger s The automatic climate control adjusts to side with
the rotary control on the the current circumstances automatically. Page Climate Control Air
distribution The blower speed and the temperature control operate automatically and cannot To
adjust air distribution, press the desired be adjusted manually. The blower is set to button. Any
combination of settings can high speed and the temperature to HI. Page Climate Control
Opening and closing the sunroof To open or close the sunroof automatically press either side
of the switch to the second action point and release it completely. Press again to stop. When
the closed position is reached, the sunroof stops automatically. Make sure that there are no
obstacles in the way of The parking heater must not be the closing sunroof. Page Climate
Control Fuel operated heater depending Use the arrow buttons on the steering on country wheel
to enter the main menu. Select the first programme time list. Highlight the day on which the
heater The fuel operated heater must not should warm up the vehicle. Do not remove the front
head restraints when the front seats are in use. Page Removing The Head Restraints Seats
Removing the head restraints Rear outer head restraints Front head restraints E Press the
locking button and remove the head restraint. Rear inner head restraint E Press locking button 1
and at the same time release the retaining clip 2 using a suitable implement. Push the seatback
forwards. E Press the locking handle underneath the cushion extension and slide the extension
forward or backward. Lower the head restraints. See Head Restraints page When inserting your
fingers between the seat cushion and seatback, take care not to get your fingers caught E Page
Seats E The maximum temperature is reached after five or six minutes. It is regulated
thermostatically. The seat heating will operate only when the ignition is on. Use only Ford See
Information Displays page Adjust the holder to the desired position. Note: Make sure that the
navigation unit holder is locked in position. Warning lamps and indicators illuminate. This is the
key General points on starting position when driving. You must also select If the battery has
been disconnected the it when being towed. The number of start attempts is 2. Page Starting A
Diesel Engine Starting and Stopping the Engine Starting at low ambient If the battery has been
disconnected or temperatures after the fuel type has been changed, the idle speed may be
irregular. Always check that the steering wheel 3. Briefly press the button. Starting a diesel
engine See Steering Wheel Lock page The steering will not be locked, but higher effort will be
required. For vehicles with Start-stop the Note: The Start-stop indicator will battery requirement
is different. It illuminate green when the engine shuts must be replaced by one of exactly down.
To re-start the engine Note: The gear lever must be in the neutral position. Stop refuelling after
the fuel nozzle They could damage the emission system. Additional fuel will fill the expansion
space in Do not use methanol instead of E Page Catalytic Converter Note: We recommend that
you use only Do not switch the ignition off when high quality fuel. Additional fuel will fill the
expansion space in the fuel tank which could lead to fuel overflowing. Fuel spillage could be
hazardous to other road users. E Press the flap to open it. Page Refuelling 5. Slightly raise the
fuel nozzle to remove driving, air conditioning usage, the accessories fitted and towing etc.
Refuelling with a fuel can Your Ford dealer can give you advice on improving your fuel
consumption. Use the funnel which is located in the glove box. This can cause damage to the
transmission. E Park E Reverse On some vehicles it is necessary to raise Neutral the collar
whilst selecting reverse gear. Page Transmission The transmission will select the WARNINGS
appropriate gear for optimum performance Apply the parking brake and based on ambient
temperature, road select park before leaving your gradient, vehicle load and driver input. Make
sure that the selector lever is latched in position. Sport mode and manual shifting Sport Mode

Note: An audible warning will sound if you Page Transmission Moving off Release the parking
brake. Release the brake pedal and press the accelerator pedal. Stopping Release the
accelerator pedal and press the brake pedal. Apply the parking brake. Select neutral or park. E
Note: The lever is white. Kickdown 4. Page Using Stability Control - 2. Note: The system will be
switched on automatically every time you switch the ignition on. Note: You can also turn the
system off and on using the information display. If the distance between the outer sensor and
the side wall WARNING remains constant for three seconds, the The system does not relieve
you of tone will switch off. Distance Indicator. Page Parking Aids Parking Aids Manoeuvring
with the parking aid You will hear an alternating tone from the front and rear if obstacles are
closer than 30 centimetres 11 inches to the front and rear bumpers. E Distance Indicator. E As
the distance decreases the indicator Reverse gear selected moves towards the vehicle. Page
Parking Aids E A trailer symbol indicates there is a trailer attached and the rear sensors are
disabled. Inspect the area behind your vehicle if necessary. Marks are for general guidance
only, and are calculated for vehicles in maximum load conditions on an even road surface.
Note: When reversing with a trailer, the lines on the screen are not shown. Press the active park
assist direction indicator lever the system will switch. See At a Glance page Use default to the
passenger side of the vehicle. Page Active Park Assist You can take control of the manoeuvre
by holding the steering wheel. A message may appear that the system can be resumed. To
accept this message press the active park assist switch. The cruise control indicator will
illuminate. The system does not relieve you of See Warning Lamps and Indicators your
responsibility to drive with due page The cruise control indicator will not illuminate but the
system will retain the speed that you previously set. Resuming the set speed Pull the RES
switch. The cruise control indicator will illuminate and the system will attempt to resume the
speed that you previously set. In some cases there may be no warning or the warning may be
delayed. The system is operated by adjustment Note: If the system does not react to these
controls mounted on the steering wheel. Page Adaptive cruise control ACC The distance
between you and the vehicle Press the brake pedal or pull switch F to detected in front is
maintained by a cancel the system. The system will return variable setting. There are five steps
which to standby mode allowing you full manual are represented by horizontal bars control of
the vehicle. When you are going downhill, your Setting the speed limit speed may increase
above the set speed. WARNINGS Note: The system may not operate during The system does
not relieve you of hard braking or acceleration and, when you your responsibility to drive with
due are intentionally steering the vehicle. Page Lane Departure Warning Lane Departure
Warning Activate and deactivate the system using The lane markings are colour coded as the
button on the indicator stalk. A warning is given in the form of a vibration felt through the
steering wheel. Take immediate safe action to reposition the vehicle. Page Traffic Sign
Recognition System display If your vehicle is fitted with a suspension kit not approved by us,
the system may not function correctly. Note: Keep the windscreen free from After a
predetermined distance they will be shown greyed out. After another predetermined distance
they will be deleted. If a supplementary traffic sign is detected, for example a reduced speed
limit in wet road conditions sign, it will not be shown but will appear as an empty box
underneath the respective sign. The system does not relieve you of your responsibility to drive
with due The system may not function when care and attention. Page Using Active City Stop - 2.
Note: In certain situations, it may be advisable to disable the system, for example driving off
road when objects may cover the windscreen. Activate and deactivate the system using the
information display. Make sure that you secure all loose items properly. Place luggage and
other loads as low and as far forward as possible within the luggage or loadspace. Do not drive
with the tailgate or rear E door open. Push the sliders on the cassette towards each other and
insert the telescopic bar into the holes on the sidewall behind the rear seatbacks. Ensure that
the end caps with the anti-rotation pin are correctly fitted in the side trim. Remove in the reverse
order. Cargo net E Push the ends of the bar on the grille towards each other and insert them
into the retainers on the roof. Push the bar forwards into the narrow section of the retainers.
Page Load Carrying Push the ends of the bar on the grille towards each other and insert them
into the retainers on the roof. Attach the grille to the lower bar with the handwheels. Insert the
key. Turn the key anti-clockwise. Loosen the screws. Note: Make sure there is no gap between
crossbar and rail A. Install the crossbars. Tighten the screws until you hear a distinct click.
Note: If the release process is interrupted, for example an obstacle in the way or loss of power
supply, the system will need to be reset. Page Towing Swivelling the tow ball arm in Fault
conditions If the tow ball arm release button is CAUTION illuminated or you hear a warning tone
Before swivelling the tow ball arm in, when the ignition switch is in position II, always unhitch
the trailer or dismantle repeat the release process. Take special care when fitting the tow ball
arm as the safety of the vehicle and the trailer depends on this. Before starting your journey,

make sure E that the tow ball arm is properly locked. Insert the plug into its seat 1. Never unlock
the tow ball arm with 2. Remove the protecting cap. Press the the trailer attached. Passenger
compartment fuse box E 5-door E E E Pinch the retaining clips to release the cover. Have
repairs to the electrical system and the replacement of relays and high current fuses carried out
by a properly trained technician. Switch the ignition and all electrical equipment off before
touching or attempting to change a fuse. Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating
Powertrain control module Not used Powertrain control module, transmission control module
Headlamp control module halogen levelling Electric power assisted steering Body control
module Rear window wiper Headlamp control module high intensity discharge levelling ,
adaptive front lighting unit Adaptive cruise control Heated washer jets Electric windows front
Page Fuses Passenger compartment fuse box E Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected
rating Fuel pump supply Not used Not used Passive anti-theft system supply Interior lamps,
driver's door switch pack, glove box, ambient lighting, electric sunroof Cigar lighter, rear power
outlet Rain sensor module, humidity sensor, auto-dimming mirror Adaptive cruise control Not
used Luggage compartment lid release Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating
Electric sunroof Interior motion sensor, radio frequency receiver Washer pump ground Central
locking ground Driver's door unlock and double locking ground Climate control heater,
passenger airbag deactivation switch, heated seats switch, auxiliary heater, manual air
conditioning heater module Restraint system, passenger airbag deactivation system Not used
Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating Door module left-hand front electric
windows, central locking, electric folding mirrors, heated exterior mirrors Door module
right-hand front electric windows, central locking, electric folding mirrors, heated exterior
mirrors Door module left-hand rear electric windows Door module right-hand rear electric
windows Alarm system Power driver's seat Page Fuses Ampere Fuse Circuits protected rating
Not used Blind spot monitor, lane keeping aid, active city stop, rear view camera without
start-stop module Parking aid module Not used Not used Not used Heated driver's seat Heated
front passenger's seat Not used Electric sunroof Not used Not used The towing eye must
always be carried in the vehicle. Select neutral when your vehicle is being towed. In the event of
a breakdown or mechanical failure do not use individual axle carriers. Page Maintenance page
See Brake and value. There is a large network of Ford Clutch Fluid Check page Open the bonnet
and support it with the strut. Lower the bonnet and allow it to drop from under its own weight
for the last 20 â€” Page Under Bonnet Overview - 1. See Brake and Clutch Fluid Check page
Engine oil filler cap. See Engine Oil Check page Brake and clutch fluid reservoir left-hand drive.
Engine oil filler cap : See Engine Oil Check page Screen washer fluid reservoir : See Washer
Fluid Check page For easy identification, filler caps and the engine oil dipstick are marked in
colour. Page Under Bonnet Overview - 2. See Vehicle battery page Engine compartment fuse
box. See Fuses page Air cleaner. No maintenance necessary. Engine oil dipstick. Screen washer
fluid reservoir. See Fuse Specification Chart page See Washer Fluid Check page Engine coolant
reservoir. Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 1. Engine compartment fuse box: See Fuses page Air
cleaner: No maintenance necessary. Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 2. Under certain conditions, they
could damage the engine. Page Engine Coolant Check In an emergency, you can add just
absorbent cloth immediately. Have the specification. See Technical system checked by a
properly trained Specifications page Use of any fluid other than the Make sure that you read
chamois leather to clean the inside of the and follow the manufacturer s instructions. A choice
of products is available from your Ford Seat belts Dealer. Read and follow the manufacturer s
instructions. Always use booster cables with insulated clamps and adequate size cable. Using
other sizes could damage the vehicle and will make the National Do not fit more than one spare
wheel Type Approval invalid. Jacking and lifting points Note: Vehicles with a tyre repair kit are
not equipped with a vehicle jack or a wheel Turn it anti-clockwise to install it. Make sure that the
towing eye is fully tightened. E Small arrow-shaped marks on the sills A show the location of
the jacking points. E Insert the screw-in towing eye into the wheel brace. Page Wheels and
Tyres Note: Make sure that you pull the wheel Note: The spare wheel is located under the trim
remover at right angles to the trim. Install the locking wheel nut key. Do not unscrew the bottle
from the holder as the sealant will escape. Bottle lid Sealant bottle Open the lid of the tyre repair
kit. If the pressure of the sealant-filled tyre cigar lighter socket or auxiliary power is 1. Return
remains of sealant to your dealer CAUTION or dispose of it in compliance with local Make sure
that you use the correct waste disposal regulations. Page Using Snow Chains - 2. This may
cause the tyres to overheat and fail. Page Technical Specifications Wheels and Tyres Note: The
system will still function Note: You should reset the system correctly, but there may be an
increased following any adjustment to the tyre detection time. Note: Turn the ignition on.
System reset Using the information display control, Note: Do not reset the system when the E
Model Variant Engine designation Emission level Vehicle identification number Gross vehicle

weight Gross train weight Maximum front axle weight It is also shown on the left-hand side of
the instrument panel. Page Capacities and Specifications 4-door Item Dimension description
Dimension in mm inches Bumper â€” centre of tow ball 77 - 80 3 - 3. This shows important
information regarding control of your audio unit. Additionally, there are various icons placed
around the display screen which light up when a function is active for example CD, Radio or
Aux. Type 1 E Page Audio unit overview Seek up. CD track selection. See Station tuning control
page See Track selection page Seek down. Menu select. Sound button. Page Audio unit
overview E CD eject. See Compact Disc Player page Navigation arrows. CD aperture. Traffic
announcement. See Traffic information control page See Sound button page Telephone keypad
and station presets. See Using the telephone page See Station preset buttons page Function 2.
Function 1. Phone menu. See Telephone page Auxiliary, USB and iPod select. Display select.
DSP select. See Digital signal processing DSP page CD eject. Page Audio unit overview Traffic
announcement. Function 4. Function 3. Auxiliary select. The system will automatically check
that the audio unit and vehicle match before allowing operation. If a security code message
appears, please see your dealer. This will operate the audio unit for up to one hour. Traffic
announcement volume Traffic announcements interrupt normal broadcasts at a preset minimum
level that is usually louder than normal listening volumes. Page Regional Mode Reg Audio unit
menus It will restore radio reception when it finds one or, if one is not found, the unit will return
to the original stored frequency. Press the MENU button. Repeat presses structure is read in.
CD text display options When an audio disc with CD text is playing, limited information encoded
in each track can be displayed. This will reduce audio interference when charging the device via
the vehicle power supply socket. Ensure disc is loaded correct way up. Clean and re-try, or
replace disc with known music disc. If error persists contact your dealer. Page General
Information Compatibility of phones 2. As no common agreement exists, 3. Enter the code
number shown on the mobile phone manufacturers are able vehicle display using the phone
keypad. Page Telephone Controls Telephone Bond another Bluetooth phone After start up
access to the phonebook list can be delayed for several minutes, Bond a new Bluetooth phone
as described depending upon the size. Phonebook categories Phones stored in the system are
accessible The category is indicated as an icon: by using the phone list on the audio unit. Note:
When referred to, the use of the 2. Page Telephone Receiving an incoming call Muting the
microphone Note: During a call, it is possible to mute Accepting an incoming call the
microphone. Whilst muted, confirmation Incoming calls can be accepted by pressing will appear
in the display. Tune frequency This function allows you to tune your radio by voice commands.
Delete name This function allows you to delete a stored radio station. Page Voice control Delete
directory This function allows you to delete all stored radio stations at once. See General
Information page Phone functions Dial number Phone numbers can be dialled after giving the
name tag voice command. Page Voice control Dial name Phone numbers can be dialled after
giving the name tag voice command. Redial This function allows you to redial the last dialled
phone number. For example, to make a Can only be used with vehicles installed with remote
enquiry to your home answering a dedicated VOICE button. Steps User says System answer
The following lists will give further information about the Climate complete command menu in
selected On vehicles fitted with an English language module the "FAN" shortcut is not available.
Page General Information Cover the socket connection when not in use. Always switch your
audio unit to a different source for example the The system is USB 2. Page Connecting An
External Device Plug in the device, and if necessary secure below: it to prevent movement
within the vehicle. Press the up and down arrow buttons Track title to select the desired
function. Press the OK button. Information not available Tracks can be accessed by skipping
forwards and backwards using the steering E wheel controls, or directly from the audio unit
controls. E iPod generic media file Audio control E Press the seek up and down keys to skip
backwards and forwards through tracks. Page Connectivity Note: If you wish to jump to the top
level of the iPod contents, press and hold the left arrow key. Audio control Press the seek up
and down keys to skip backwards and forwards through tracks. This will adaptor. Do not
attempt to open the unit. Page Read and follow all stated safety precautions. Failure to do so
may increase your risk of collision and personal injury. Ford Motor Company shall not be liable
for any damages of any type arising from failure to follow these guidelines. Page Navigation
Unit Overview Navigation unit overview Descriptions for function buttons Function buttons 1 to
4 are context dependent, and change according to the current unit mode. Descriptions for the
functions are shown at the bottom of the screen display. Map select. See Route displays page
See System settings page See Audio unit operation page See Audio unit menus page Page
Navigation unit overview Function 3. Seek up. Navigation select. See Traffic Message Channel
page Sound select. Phone select. To avoid this Note: The Ford Mobile Navigation must be
situation, only recommended phones installed and activated on your mobile should be used.

Page E and down arrow buttons to view the 2. Switch your mobile phone on and start remainder
of the selection list. Press the OK button to confirm your 3. Choose "Select Destination".
Choose "Enter Address". The following history of previous destinations entered in section
describes the various options and the system. Page System settings Special functions Nav
audio mixing This feature allows you to select GPS and This feature allows you to adjust the
system information or a demonstration of volume mix between the navigation voice the system
functionality. Map display DSP settings This feature allows you to change the way Page System
settings Clock settings Set time This feature allows you to manually adjust the time. Set date
This feature allows you to manually adjust the date, month and year. GPS time This feature
allows you to, if in a suitable coverage area, automatically adjust the date and time using GPS.
Use this feature to change the economy settings of your journey relating to whether Using the
up, down, left and right arrow or not you are towing a trailer and if so the buttons, you can
select from the list which size of trailer being towed. Page Route Displays Navigation system
Seasonal roads Junction zoom When switched on the system will look for This feature will
automatically increase seasonal roads on your route and the zoom on the map display at times
automatically update your route distance when you are required to make a turn, or and timings.
Press function button 1 to change are broadcast on the FM waveband. TMC the view. Page Map
Updates Map updates The road network is constantly changing due to new roads, changes in
road classification, etc. Therefore, it is not always possible to exactly match the map data in the
system to the current road network. Map information is regularly updated, but all areas are not
necessarily covered to the same level of detail. Other trademarks and FCC Rules. Class 1M laser
product. Item Specification Max average power Keep antenna and power cables at least 10
centimetres 4 inches from any electronic modules and airbags. Page Appendices Note: After the
installation of RF transmitters, check for disturbances from and to all electrical equipment in the
vehicle, both in the standby and transmit modes. Page Index Audible Warnings and Indicators
Page Index Automatic Transmission Page Index Child Safety Locks Page Index Engine Block
Heater Page Index Heated Seats Page Index Loading the navigation data Page Index MP3
display options Page Index Remote control battery See: Changing the remote control battery
Page Index Station tuning control Page Index Type approvals Page Index Using Stability Control
- 2. Page Index Windscreen Washers Page CGen. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Ford first unveiled the Fiesta in Europe in A risky bid for the US car giant,
since superminis were an uncharted-space, and fears of not turning a profit were high. It has
since become one of the most popular Ford models around the globe. With over million units
having sold a s of One of the most successful markets for the Fiesta is Britain, where it held the
title of "Most Popular New Car" 9 separate times between and From humble beginnings to a
worldwide sensation - let's now look at each of the generational changes the Ford Fiesta has
gone through. The oil crisis sparked a need for more fuel-efficient vehicles like never before the Fiesta was Ford's response. The first-generation came with two engine choices, a 0. It was
the first front-wheel-drive car available by Ford, and only the second mini hatchback available in
the UK. By , Ford had sold more than 1-million Fiestas. By , that number doubled to 2-million,
making it the best-selling car in Britain at the time. In , a new, more powerful 1. Arriving in
August of , the second-gen Fiesta featured an all-new front-end and interior. By this time, Ford
had a new level of confidence in its supermini and began widening its offerings, starting with a
1. In , the sportier XR2 made its way to the gen two Fiesta, paired with a 5-speed manual and
upgraded brakes and suspension. By , the Fiesta enjoyed its best sales year ever in Britain, with
over , units having sold. At the end of its second-generation, the Fiesta had become a name that
everyone knew. The third-gen Fiesta marked some of the more significant changes yet, through
an all-new platform. Due to the lengthened wheelbase and broader stance, the first 5-door Fiesta
was born. Further options were also introduced, like power windows and ABS brakes. Two
years later, in , the 1. The fourth-gen Fiesta featured much more aerodynamic, rounded styling
cues. Changes included an oval grill to match the Ford logo, as well as new interior styling. Also
added, were two new engines, a 1. Some of the more popular changes had to do with the new
suspension, which improved handling significantly. In , the third-gen Fiesta had a face-lift, one
that helped it more closely resembled the Ford Focus. For the first time in a long while, the
Fiesta was again available with leather seating, and it also came with standard dual airbags.
One of the most popular additions to this generation was the Zetec S package, which features
an upgraded suspension and new brakes. Under the hood was a 1. By the fifth generation, the
Fiesta was very similar to the Ford Focus in many ways - albeit a smaller version. To
differentiate itself, the ST model was released, and hidden under the hood was the most potent
engine ever found in a Fiesta. By now, ABS brakes and passenger airbags were standard,
making the Fiesta a lot more appealing to the everyday driver. Additional options were also

added, like Bluetooth and automatic headlamps and wipers. Body styles included a 3, and
5-door hatchback, a 4-door saloon, and a 3-door panel wagon. The seventh and most recent
generation of the Fiesta focused on making it more upscale and refined. It also received a few
styling changes to give it a more aggressive look. Options included the latest Sync 3
infotainments system, leather seating, keyless start, degree cameras, and a heated steering
wheel. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high quality document is available for my Ford Fiesta.
My email address is:. By using this website, you automatically accept that we use cookies. What
for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop Manuals Ford Fiesta. First Generation The oil crisis
sparked a need for more fuel-efficient vehicles like never before - the Fiesta was Ford's
response. Second Generation Arriving in August of , the second-gen Fiesta featured an all-new
front-end and interior. Third Generation The third-gen Fiesta marked some of the more
significant changes yet, through an all-new platform. Fourth Generation The fourth-gen Fiesta
featured much more aerodynamic, rounded styling cues. Fifth Generation By the fifth
generation, the Fiesta was very similar to the Ford Focus in many ways - albeit a smaller
version. Seventh Generation Present The seventh and most recent generation of the Fiesta
focused on making it more upscale and refined. Get notified for new files? We'll send you a
quick email when a new Ford Fiesta document is added. Ford Fiesta Workshop Manual. Ford
Fiesta Owners Manual. Ford Fiesta Misc Document. Related Models. Ford Official Website.
Never miss out: Get notified when new Ford Fiesta documents are added. About Manuals.
Connect with us. I've had my new Fiesta for just over a week now, and I have to say, I'm
incredibly impressed with its overall package. I downsized from a Mercury Grand Marquis LS to
save on gas and to drive something much sportier for my age To be such a small car, the Fiesta
has plenty of front seat space, a feat in itself because I am 6'2 and lbs. There is plentiful head
and leg room; my only caveat would be the slightly narrow feel of the driver's side, though I can
still get quite comfortable. As far as the back seat, it's a no-go for any practical use, but I didn't
need the extra space, so it wasn't a deal-breaker for me. The features on the SE along with the A
package are plentiful. I got a basic model Fiesta at a steal of a price after my hand-me-down car
from college suddenly needed a new engine. I didn't have much time to shop around because
my job requires transportation, so I was apprehensive about the sudden purchase but couldn't
turn down the deal I got on this car. I don't regret it! I previously owned a Toyota Echo that
drove great but always felt a little flimsy on the road. I don't get this feeling at all with the Fiesta.
It's stylish, drives great, feels solid and it gets awesome gas mileage. I'm pretty tall and I never
feel smashed into this car despite its subcompact size. Perfect for a purchase on a budget. I
didn't feel like I was sacrificing anything. We bought this car because it has an automatic
transmission that allows it to be simply put into neutral to be towed. No special transmission
cooler required. The car is light enough so that an auxiliary breaking system is not required in
most states. We didn't want to get a stick sift because of our age, this was the best option for
that reason. So it's a great car to be towed. The transmission is a bit odd, it was totally rebuilt
before it had 10, miles on it. Ford has increased the warranty on it to , miles. I currently have
about 47, on it. One thing I was told by a Ford service rep was to stomp on the gas when the
transmission starts to act up. Odd statement, but it works. We've experienced the shifting
issues as many on this forum have had, this has happened when driving in town in stop and go
traffic. When I can safety excellerate at full trottle, I will do that and it seems to reset the
transmission. Just had it into the dealer for a recall on the transmission control module, they
reprogrammed it. The module is now warranted to , miles. They also replaced the door latches,
which I didn't know was a recall. I like the car, it is fun to drive, but not the most reliable. I've
had many Ford products in the past, but I'm now driving a Toyota for our primary car. The
Global economy has blurred the meaning of American made. Update: We stil have this car and it
is doing well. No major problems. No Major problems. Trany still acts up once in awhile when
doing a lot of city driving. Hard acceration still corrects it. Have owned the SE for three weeks.
The Transmission prefers a very light touch when starting from a stop. It shifts rapidly up to
about 25 mph if you do it that way, very smoothly and quietly. Then you can push the
accelerator more for nice quiet power. It will switch awkwardly if you give it heavy foot at low
speed. You definitely need to learn how it wants to be driven; once you do it's a pleasure to
drive. If you do push the rpms, the engine sound is throaty and not at all unpleasant. Bought the
car brand new from the dealership figured its cheaper to buy a new car and make payments
instead of buying used and continually having to make repairs. Everything was fine up to about
8k miles. Then we started noticing weird transmission stuff more on that later. Noticed
weather-stripping on top of car is now coming loose only 18k miles on the car. Not very
comfortable, seats are hard. But I get 39mpg on the highway and 29mpg in the city. That is
definitely the redeeming quality of the car. My wife wanted it because of the "Candy Blue" color,
haha. No cruise control is kinda a deal breaker for me. Shouldn't that be standard in this

day-in-age? Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Fiesta. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Pros fuel efficiency comfort appearance driving experience spaciousness
off-roading technology ride quality. Great car for towing behind a motorhome. I want to love this
car Items per page:. Write a review See all Fiestas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Fiesta.
Sign Up. The Ford Fiesta certainly isn't the most affordable small car, but especially if you
consider the Fiesta's stylish appearance and surprisingly stout feature lists, it's one of the
better ways to downsizeâ€”without feeling like you're moving downscale, that is. Last year,
Ford brought a version of its very successful European Fiesta to the U. In some respects, what
you see is what you get with the Fiesta. This little Ford looks stylish and even a bit racy, with an
urban-runabout element that had been missing from Ford's U. In following, the Fiesta drives just
as dashing as it looks, with impressive steering and handling and a nimble, maneuverable feel
that's better than most softened, numbed appliances its size. On the other hand, with hp and 1.
Despite a top-notch interior that will pass the first-glance, first-date test in flying colors, try to
pack a few friends into the Fiesta and you'll become aware of some typical small-car sacrifices.
Its narrow body and tight backseat whittle down its usefulness for long road trips, though we
like the added versatility of the hatchback models. We're also not so thrilled about the Fiesta's
instrument-panel layout, which clumps audio controls into an odd array of slanted buttons.
Safety ratings have been impressive, and a driver's knee bag is even included in all versions.
But that begs a question: At that price, why not get the somewhat roomier, more refined Focus,
or a base but perceived as more upscale MINI Cooper? The answer it forces is that Ford has
almost--but not quite--purged the baggage of subcompacts with this great little hatch and
sedan. Keep it simple and affordable, and it makes a lot of very stylish sense. There was quite
the buzz around the introduction of the all-new Ford Fiesta to the U. There's just no other
subcompact that looks this daring or handsome, and we soundly agree with Ford's descriptors
like "expressive" and "vibrant. Overall, we're big fans of the crisp profile and arched roofline, as
well as how the curves around the hatchback's rear pillar nip and tuck. Also of note: how the
headlights sweep well back into the fenders--a styling cue we've seen more of in the new Ford
Focus--and the high-mounted taillights, again in the hatch, that rise into the rear pillars. The
four-door sedan doesn't raise our pulse nearly to the same degree--it feels a bit like an
afterthought designed after the hatchback--but nevertheless it's neat and trim. The Fiesta
doesn't get any less exciting inside. The instrument panel is a but more angular and modeled
than most in this class, deliberately based on mobile-phone keypads, with angled keys in the
sculptured center stack, as well as controls for the sound system, heating, cooling, and
ventilation, and other switches. Drivers can choose among seven "mood lighting" colors to
illuminate areas like the cup holders and foot wells. Interior colors on higher trim levels aren't
limited to standard black, but include hues like plum and cashmere, definitely distinctive for the
class. In all, it looks great--but in execution it all doesn't work as well; this isn't the vehicle for
those who want simplicity and function over form. Ford has given the Fiesta an especially
bright--some might say shocking, or garish--palette of colors, including ones like Lime Squeeze
and Bright Magenta. But if you're less shout-out-loud, there are silver, black, and white shades,
plus a new Oxford White package this year that includes the sharp contrast of tuxedo black.
Also, a Race Red packag gets you a hot red-and-black leather seating theme, a red steering
wheel, and other red trim. While the Ford Fiesta seduces and succeeds in some counts with
much more raciness than other small cars, once you're behind the wheel this small car is what
it is: a small, maneuverable, high-mileage four-cylinder car with a choice of automatic or manual
gearboxes. That said, It's one of the best performers in a group of cars that put most of their
time and effort into frugality--which, coincidentally, it does pretty well too. The Fiesta's
horsepower, 1. You have two gearboxes to choose from: a six-speed manual, and a six-speed
PowerShift dual-clutch automatic. Between the two, we like the light, precise manual a lot better
though you'll see slightly lower gas mileage ; the PowerShift gearbox can lurch a bit in slower
around-town driving, and it also hesitates for too long to downshift when a burst of power is
needed. Beware, the engine can be quite thrashy when pushed or revved. Overall, much like the
original Mazda Miata, the Fiesta does a great job convincing you it has more performance
credentials than it really does. Great electric power steering gives just the right amount of
weighting and feedback, and the Fiesta feels nimble around town, secure enough on the
highway. The only exception is a fair amount of dive for this short car under hard braking.
Considering its fashionable exterior, you might expect the Ford Fiesta to be compromised or
flawed in some critical way. But other than being a little tighter inside than many of its rivals
especially the roomiest ones like the Honda Fit and Nissan Versa , it's not; what you get is a
fully functional small car that would do just fine for commuters who need to belt the kids in
back at times. With two bucket seats up front and a standard split rear seatback, the Fiesta's

layout is pretty much par among small sedans and hatchbacks. Cloth is standard, with leather
and contrasting piping on higher-end models--a nice MINI-like touch in a car available at almost
half the price. But the Fiesta's body is quite narrow, meaning that you won't be able to fit three
adults in back and front driver and passenger will find elbows close. The front seats themselves
are short and flat--like barstools, almost--and some contouring would be welcome. Headroom
and legroom in back is tight for rear passengers, and adults over six feet tall will find the rear
seats tight; front and rear passengers may have to negotiate over how far the seats go back.
You definitely get more versatility with the Fiesta five-door hatchback models, with their
capacity of up to 26 cubic feet, but the sedan offers a roomy for this small of a car We applaud
Ford's work in making the Fiesta's interior a cheerful, stylish place, entirely escaping the dram
and grim look that used to scream 'economy car. Ford has made some significant efforts with
sound-deadening here, with a laminated windshield and a sound blanket under the hood, as in
luxury cars, but at highway speeds or on rough pavement the Fiesta's on-a-budget origins will
reveal themselves. Some typical small-car traits, like a busy, sometimes hoppy ride on
expressway expansion joints, are also hard to maskâ€”it's a matter of the Fiesta's short
wheelbase. But overall the ride is compliant enough. About the only remaining quibble: You do
hear the engine's sometimes coarse, thrashy note at the top of first and second gear in even
moderate acceleration. You're seldom as well protected in a car as small as the Fiesta if you
happen to be in a multiple-vehicle accident, as so many other vehicles in the U. But among the
smallest cars in the U. It comes standard with seven airbags: front and side bags for driver and
passenger, rear side curtain bags, and a knee airbag for the driver a class-exclusive, according
to Ford. Electronic stability control is standard, as are seatbelt pre-tensioners. The electric
power steering incorporates Pull-Drift Compensation, which keeps the Fiesta tracking properly
despite angled road surfaces or side winds. While the Ford Fiesta is the smallest car in Ford's
U. The adjustable cupholders are also particularly useful for households that might have both
espresso sippers and Big Gulp gulpers. Another exclusive is the seven-color ambient-lighting
system, and heated seats in a subcompact are a rarity in North America. The SES Sport and SEL
add a premium watt sound system with six speakers, LED driving lamps, European-style side
indicators integrated into heated door mirrors, a 12V auxiliary power point for rear passengers,
and inch aluminum wheels. A inch Ford Racing wheel package and a power-operated moonroof
can be ordered with several trim levels. Gas mileage numbers as high as 30 mpg city, 40
highway are definitely a strong selling point for the Ford Fiesta, whether you're looking to
reduce your carbon footprint or just keep your motoring budget as low as possible. But with the
arrival of the Hyundai Elantra, Hyundai Accent, and special versions of the Chevrolet Cruze,
Honda Civic, and Ford Focus, all of which achieve 40 mpg or more on the highway, those
numbers are no longer the icing on the cake. With it, you add aerodynamic improvements,
low-rolling-resistance tires, and cruise control. But perplexingly, it's only offered on the SE trim.
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Dislikes Cramped cabin compared to others its size PowerShift automatic balkier than it should
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fered to spice up this small car's look. You could do better if you most value space and
comfort, but the Ford Fiesta packs in a lot of style and substance. Review continues below. In
federal tests, the Fiesta performed quite well, with four our of five stars overall, including top
five-star results for frontal impact but a four-star result in side impact and an asterisk noting
that the rear passenger dummy had a high level of rib deflection, and thus a high likelihood of
thoracic injury. Used Ford Fiesta for sale near change location. Continue Reading. Rate and
Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate
your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10?
Compare the Ford Fiesta against the competition. Used Ford Fiesta cars. Used Chevrolet Sonic
cars. Used Honda Fit cars. Used Hyundai Accent cars. Used Nissan Versa cars. All Rights
Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy.

